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Abstract 

In the summer of 2015, I was asked to teach an Introduction to Engineering course for the 

Electrical and Computer Engineering department.  The course was for the fall, 2015 semester. I 

had not taught Intro in quite a few years, and its format had changed significantly. With that in 

mind, I decided to redesign the course to be comprised of lab modules that led instruction rather 

than the deciding on the instruction and developing labs around that.  This course is now in its 

third semester and it is proving to provide an effective way to teach students fundamental 

engineering concepts while engaging their attention and stoking their enthusiasm for the 

engineering profession [1] [2].  
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Introduction 

In the fall of 2015, the course “Introduction to Engineering” taught to Electrical and Computer 

Engineering students was fundamentally changed to accommodate the need to introduce a wider 

range of electrical engineering concepts in a more engaging way [3]. Prior intro courses used 

mock robotics competitions to engage students but the learning objectives, such as fundamental 

circuit analysis, Excel® and MATLAB® projects and others, were disconnected from the 

experiential part of the class. In the new course, the plan was to use projects to drive learning and 

to develop projects that would allow a wide range of topics to be covered in class.  All of the 

projects provided opportunities for overlapping concepts to be taught so that a natural rhythm of 

repetition and review of concepts was established. Students were also provided the opportunity 

to exercise their soft skills, such as teamwork, multiple modes of communication, and applying 

ethics in their chosen profession. This course is, in effect, their introduction into developing 21st 

century skills [4] [5] [6].   

Program description 

The projects chosen for the first semester included:  an ethics lab, building a motor, building a 

coilgun, building an “analog” Theremin, building a “digital” Theremin and finally one 

electroplating project. In the second semester, the electroplating project was dropped and 

replaced with a “Color to Sound” lab exercise, as it provides more opportunities to study signals 

and systems concepts and to practice programming skills. Students used Arduinos as a 

microcontroller platform for the digital Theremin and the Color to Sound projects. In 2016, the 

school purchased a site license for MATLAB®, including the Fundamentals courses. This was 
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also heavily utilized in the course. All homework and some quizzes were programmed on 

LONCAPA, an open-source learning content management system. The labs and a summary of 

their learning objectives can be found in Table 1.   

Table 1:  Lab projects leading to learning objectives. 

Lab Implementation and learning objectives 

Ethics Case studies taken from ethics.tamu.edu; students have breakout sessions and 

prepare for mock debates on predefined case studies. 

Motor Students learn about electricity and magnetism, and how they interact. They also 

learn about back-emf and observe the phenomenon on an oscilloscope. Also 

provides an opportunity to discuss rotational motion, angular velocity and torque. 

Simple circuit analysis; KVL and KCL. In studying all the above topics, students 

practice their math skills. 

Coilgun Magnetic field induced by a current; forces on a ferromagnetic material because 

of the current coil; linear motion; capacitor charging and discharging problems; 

math problems containing ln and exp functions. 

Theremin 

(Analog) 

Ring oscillators, voltage division, simple circuits. Electromagnetism. Simple 

integral equations. 

Theremin 

(Digital) 

Arduino; sensors and how they work; linear transformations to translate distance 

into frequency and amplitude; signals and systems; math. 

Color to 

Sound 

How LED and light sensors work; the vidible and audible spectrum; 

programming a microcontroller; math and the composition of sound. 

 

The students thrived under this new learning environment, even though many of the notes and 

lab assignments were still being tweaked well into the semester. The second semester was taught 

to a wider audience that included non-engineering students.  Of those, about half converted to 

engineering or started the process of converting to engineering by the end of the semester.  In the 

third semester, the course really hit its stride. Anecdotally, electrical and computer engineering 

students who are now seniors and juniors openly admire the new Introduction to Engineering 

course.  Student feedback in the course evaluations is almost uniformly excellent, with only a 

few comments dealing with organization. This has been addressed in the latest course.   

A very important aspect of this course is the use of LONCAPA to assign practice and homework 

problems and even give quizzes online. While there is some effort involved in programming the 

problems, the benefit to being able to assign as many problems as we want and to have them be 

graded automatically is worth it. LONCAPA allows us a full range of possible problem types and 

flexibility in how we assign and grade these problems. In terms of helping us build skills and 

reduce fluency illusion [1] in our students, this has been a very useful tool. In fact, it is so easy to 

use, we have assigned this task to undergraduate teaching assistants.   
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Figure 1: Typical week in the life of an ECE Introduction to Engineering student. 

Results 

In the three semesters we have taught Introduction to Engineering in this way, the perceived 

satisfaction of the students is very high. Participation in LONCAPA and MATLAB® exercises is 

very high, and in the current semester, only two students have chosen to withdraw from the class.  

Course feedback is highly positive, and anecdotal feedback from students is that now that they 

are in the Circuits class, they remember what they learned in the Introduction to Engineering 

course.   

Conclusion 

Current evidence seems to suggest that this model we are implementing is working in terms of 

both attainment and retention of knowledge as well as student engagement.  By introducing 

instructional material in the context of its application, students immediately grasp the 

significance of what they are learning. This in turn sets up a better environment for learning and 

mastery, including developing their 21st century skills.  

This mode of instruction has also served as a vehicle for engaging other faculty in the creation 

and development of more lab exercises and the corresponding learning objectives. This is 

especially surprising in light of the fact that the Introduction to Engineering course has to now 

not received any attention from other faculty members. However, the potential to imbue these 

concepts so early in the curriculum in a way that is appealing to students but also enforces 

learning and specifically learning in what are considered tough subjects has fired their 

imagination and they are now fully participating in this student engagement endeavor.   
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